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RSign : E-Signatures Made Simple
TM

Simple and Legal Web-based E-Signatures
The RPost Difference
Service Breadth.
More than 20 innovative
services developed over the
last 10 years running on
RPost’s patented Registered
Email cloud platform.
Simplicity. Availability.
Intuitive and effortless user
experience; form data
imports into most web apps.
Practical ROI for the Savvy.
Save time, money, reduce
business risk, speed
transactions; more use
brings greater ROI!
Legal Proof®. Auditable.
Only with RPost do you
receive the most robust
evidentiary records.
Authentication. Forensics.
On-demand third-party
authentication of message,
document content, times,
delivery, privacy and legal
compliance, e-signature
authorship, and audit trail.
Know & Trust your Provider.
For 10 years we have
pioneered messaging
innovation trusted by global
clients. Count on our team
for your project success.

www.rpost.com

With RSign, any document can be converted into a
web accessible template to facilitate the process of
obtaining legal electronic signatures
RSign permits users to convert any document into a web accessible
template to facilitate the process of obtaining legal electronic signatures,
returning a certified record of agreement.
With RSign, users have access to a sophisticated e-signature platform
that allows for multi-party signature, sequential signing, online signed
document storage, creation of custom agreement templates with predefined fill-in fields, and other signoff workflow rules.
Authenticated Legal E-Signatures
RSign captures the signer’s drawn signature, places
on signature lines within the signing document,
and authenticates signature author, time-stamp,
and IP location.
Automatic Signing Notifications
The sender and all signers are notified via email when a document is
available for signing and has been fully executed, with a copy of the
executed document sent in PDF form to all parties automatically, as an
attachment. Every executed document includes an RSign certificate to
increase the evidential weight of the e-sign record for court-admissible
authentication. This includes the audit log and each party’s name, email,
signature, IP address, server dialogs, and other identity and transaction
information.
Multi-party Signatures
Sender and recipient can simultaneously sign the same document,
creating a bilateral, legally binding agreement. The document can then
be forwarded to additional parties for countersignature.

Features
Legal eSignatures with Highest Evidential Weight
Only RSign provides a record of precisely what message content
was in fact sent, received, and signed off with a robust audit trail
that is cryptographically associated with the signoff record
content and timestamps. This is important because most
disputes around who agreed to what and when happen years
after agreements were struck.

Automatic PDF Conversion
Your e-signed documents are automatically finalized into a printready PDF format.

Non-Repudiation with Internet Forensics and Audit Trail.
Digital Signature over-signs PDF form record for internationally
recognized non-repudiation of content, signature, timestamps,
and signer location/IP address.

Real Time Reporting.
Web-based reporting that tracks the status of every document
sent for signature.

Benefits
 Easy to use, web-based e-signature service lets you
get documents signed instantly
 Save and reuse document templates
 Boosts returns on process improvement
investments with new efficiencies and more
automation, less administrative time and cost
 Simple for sender and recipient
 Maintains signed contracts & forms in ISOstandard PDF format; avoids proprietary web forms
 Receive a Registered Receipt record for certified
proof of delivery, content, and time

RPost is the global standard for email proof, message encryption and electronic signature services
which enable both sender and recipient to prove, sign, encrypt, archive and collaborate across
desktop, mobile and online email platforms. Designed for industries such as insurance, financial
services, legal, real estate, telecommunications and manufacturing where the speed of contract
execution, encryption or court admissible email records is a business requirement. In use with the
U.S. Government, global F500 companies and endorsed by influential American Bar associations.
RPost, founded in 2000, has been granted 35 patents worldwide and operates in 8 languages.
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